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A large-scalenuclear war would inject smoke into the atmospherefrom burning forests, cities, and
industries in targeted areas. This smoke could fall out onto snow and ice and would lower cryospherie
albedosby as much as 50%. A global energybalanceelimate model is usedto investigatethe maximum effect these "dirty snow" albedoshave on the surfacetemperature in nuclear winter simulations
which span several years. These effects are investigated for different nuclear winter scenarios,snow
precipitation rates, latitudinal distributionsof smoke, and seasonaltimings. We find that dirty snow,
in general, would have a small temperature effect at mid- and low latitudes but could have a large
temperature effect at polar latitudes, particularly if the soot is able to reappear significantly in later

summers.Factorswhichlimit the climaticimportanceof the dirty snoware (1) the dirty snowalbedo
is lowestwhenthe atmosphere
still containsa largeamountof light-absorbing
smoke;(2) evenwith
dirty snow, sea ice areas can still increase,which helps maintain colder temperatures through the sea

icethermalinertiafeedback;
(3) the snowand icearea•affectedby the dirty snowalbedosare largest
whenthere is little seasonal
solarinsolation;and (4) the area affectedby the dirty snowis relatively
small under all circumstances.

1. INTRODUCTION

carbon soot, could be injected into the atmosphere. When
this smoke is removed from the atmosphere,large quantities
Nuclear winter theory suggests that large amounts of
of soot could be deposited on snow and ice fields,
smoke and dust could be injected into the atmosphere as a

significantlylowering their albedos [Crutzen and Birks,
resultof a major nuclearexchange
[CrutzenandBirks,1982;
1982]. Warrenand Wiscombe
[1985] calculatedhow the
Turcoet al., 1983]. Theseaerosols
wouldabsorbsolarradia- snow albedos could changewhen mixed with different weight
tion in the upper atmosphere and could cause large drops in
the surface temperature as well as other climatic perturba-

tions(seeNational ResearchCouncil(NRC• [1985]and Pitrocket al. [1986]for a review).
Several

play

studies

have

an important

shown

that

snow and ice areas could

role in the

climate's response to

fractions of nuclear winter smoke. They showed that for the
scenariosused, a clean snow albedo of 0.84 could drop to a
"dirty snow" value of 0.50. Such an albedo change could
have a large climatic effect, particularly in the high latitudes.

Ledleyand Thompson
[1986]appliedthe albedoresultsof
hypothesized
nuclearwinter forcings. Robock[1984b]used Warren and Wiscombe to a one-dimensional thermodynamic
an energybalanceclimatemodel(EBCM) to showthat the sea ice model to examine the effect "smokefall" could have

cooling caused by this forcing could be enhanced by the
well-known positive feedback of snow and ice areas on surface temperature. The initial nuclear winter cooling causes
the cryospheric areas to increase. These anomalous areas
raise the planetary albedo, and the formation of more sea ice
reduces the ocean's

thermal

inertia.

This

causes lower tem-

peratures and these lower temperatures persist after the
nuclear winter forcing h•s dissipated, becauseof the thermal
inertia of the ocean and the time lag required to melt the sea
ice and snow. These feedbackswere also found to operate in
nuclear winter experimentsconductedwith a general circula-

tion model(CCM)[Covey,19871.
The high albedo of pure snow can be reduced by a few

on the seasonal variation of sea ice in a clean atmosphere.
The model, among other things, explicitly computed the
energy fluxes at the 'ice interface, the change in ice thickness,
and the albedo change as snow accumulated on the soot
layer. The model also allowed the soot to reappear if the
blanketing layer of snow melted. They found that the
period of ice-free oceans at high latitudes could increase by
0.3-3.5 months, depending on the timing of the smokefall
and the latitude. The greatest effects were found in April
and January when the ice areas are largest.
The previous studies have not examined the climatic
effects of the dirty snow while considering the concurrent
effectsof the atmospheric smoke cloud. The presenceof the
smoke cloud could be important to the dirty snow effect by
reducing the amount of energy available for absorption at

percentwhen mixedwith only 1 part per million (ppm) of
carbonsoot by weight [Warren, 1982, 1984; Warren and
Wiscombe,
1980•Chyleket al., 1983]. In the caseof nuclear the surface[Warrenand Wiscombe,
1985]. Also, in previous
winter theory, millions of tons of smoke, composedlargely of models the smoke was deposited at a constant rate over
different periods of time, thus not including the projected
lifetimes of the smoke particles nor the evolution of the
dirty snow albedos.

•Nowat Atmospheric
andEnvironmental
Research,
Incorporated, This work considers the importance of the dirty snow

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

albedoswith a global climate model which includesthe concurrent effectsof the smoke cloud. A dirty snow parameterization is used which considers the long-term deposition of
the smoke, as dictated by its atmospheric residencetimes.
To investigate both short- and long-term effects, different
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nuclearwinter scenarios,
latitudinal distributions,snowpre- The reflectivity and transmissivity of the smoke cloud are
cipitationrates, and seasonaltimingsare used.
calculated from the solutions to the two-stream approximaIn section 2 of this paper, the climate model and the tion [SaganandPollack,1967]. The longwave
(wavelengths
modifications made to include the nuclear winter smoke > 4 /•m) opticaldepth is assumed
to be one tenth of the
cloud are described. The nuclear winter scenarios used are visible extinction optical depth. The emissivity is I minus

then discussed
in section3, and section4 explainshow the the transmission,where the infrared optical depth is multidirty snow albedoswere calculatedand incorporatedin the plied by the diffusivityfactor of 5/3 [Lacisand Hansen,
climatemodel. The resultsof the climatemodelexperiments 1974]. The smokecloudis treatedasan isothermal
layer,so
are given, in section 5, which illustrate the climatic effectsof the downwardlongwaveflux may be overestimated
(assumthe dirty snow. Section6 containsthe summaryand discus- ing a temperature
inversionin the smokelayer).
sion.
The shortwave radiation absorbed by the aerosol cloud is
2. CLIMATE MODEL

calculated(includingthe effectsof multiplereflections)
and

the sensible, latent, and advective heatings are assumedto
be zero, since this layer is high in the atmosphere,where
basedon Sellers[1973,1974]with changes
madeasindicatedconditionsare relatively stable. The smoke cloud's absorpby Robock
[1983].The seasonal
cycleis resolved
by 24 time tion and emissionof longwave radiation are coupledto the
steps, each approximately 15 days long. The globe is comother atmosphericlayers of the model, assumingradiative
posed of 100 latitude bands, each with a separate, zonally
equilibrium. The downward longwaveflux from the smoke
averaged land and sea component. In the radiation model
cloud,not includedin the previousmodelversion[Robock,
there are three layers in the vertical, one for the surface and
1984b],is thusconsidered.
The temperature
response
of the
two for the atmosphere. A detailed surface albedo paramesmoke cloud is calculated separately for clear and cloudy
terization is used which includes snow, ice, and meltwater

The global energy balance climate model used here is

area feedbacks.

The

extent

of the snow and ice areas are

(water)conditions
over both the land and seaareasin each
latitude

band.

calculatedwith separate regressionequations,basedon a fit
3. NUCLEAR WINTER SCENARIOS
of the surfacetemperatureto the observedcover[Robock,
1980,1983]. Theseregression
equations
treat onlythe frac- Established nuclear winter scenarios are used to force the
tional area coveredby the snow or ice and do not explicitly climate model, since it cannot perform particle scavenging

calculate snow depth or sea ice thickness.
calculations. This study usesthe baselinescenariosof Turco
The model uses assumptionsand parameterizations which, et al. [1983],the NRC [1985],and extrapolations
of the
although enabling it to reproduce the current climate, may Maloneet al. [1986]GCM results.
In the Turco et al. scenario and the National Research
impede the model's ability to accurately simulate climates
very different than the present. For example, the model has Councilscenario(hereafterreferredto as the TTAPS and
a poor vertical resolution, which will not allow it to resolve NRC scenarios,
respectively),
the initial, instantaneous
vertiintense inversions,the cloud cover is fixed at the bimonthly cal distribution of the smoke, its washout rate, and its horclimatology, and the sea is representedwith a simple mixed izontal extent were prescribedusing best estimates. In the
layer ocean model which has a constant depth throughout TTAPS scenario, 225 Tg of smoke were injected into the
the year. Since this is not a GCM, atmospheric dynamics atmosphere,and in the NRC scenario,180 Tg of smokewere
are pararneterized. Becauseof these and other restrictions, used. The Malone et al. GCM experimentsused 170 Tg of
these model simulations are best regarded as sensitivity NRC smokeand the initial NRC vertical distributionbut, in
experiments which are indications of the climate system's contrast to the prescribedNRC and TTAPS scenarios,the
potential responseto the forcing.
GCM calculatedthe interactivemovementand scavenging
of
These sensitivity experiments,although not entirely realis- the smokeby model-calculated
windsand precipitation(also
tic climate simulations, can provide useful information. The seeGhanet al. [1985]and Thompson
et al. [1986]). Thus
model's coarse spatial resolution allows it to be run very these GCM simulations give estimates of the smoke's horquickly and thus makes it possible to perform long-term izontal distributionand atmosphericlifetime which are probexperiments. Becauseof this computational efficiency,many ably more realistic than the prescribed scenarios. The
different experimentscan be made to further investigate the results of Malone et al. show that 65-85% of the aerosols
reasonsfor the resulting patterns. The model's simplicity initially injected in the atmospherecould be quickly washed
also allows one to analyze the effects of different forcings out. After the initial washout, the remaining aerosolscould
more easily than is possiblewith more complicatedmodels have a prolongedatmosphericlifetime due to their absorption of solar radiation which heats the surroundingair and
like general circulation models.
To make nuclear winter simulations, a third atmospheric transportsthe aerosols
to higheraltitudes(smokelofting).
layer containing only smoke and dust was added to the top Thesemodelresultsalsoshowedthat the smoke(initially
of the climate model. The assumption that these aerosols injectedonly over the northernhemisphere)
couldspread
are very high in the atmosphere is reasonablefor long-term into the southernhemisphereand it was estimated that after
climate experimentssince only the aerosolsin the upper tro- many months, a thin layer of smoke could uniformly cover
posphere and the stratosphere would have long residence the globe.

times[Ghah et al., 1985;Maloneet al., 1986;Thompson
et The effects of the TTAPS and NRC nuclear winter forcal., 1986]. The smokelayer doesnot containatmosphericings were tested when instantly distributed uniformly over
gases,so it vanishes when the optical depth of the smoke the northern hemisphere. To construct the Malone et al.
and dust is zero.
scenarios,the optical depths from the published GCM runs

A gray optical depth in the visible is assignedto the (at day 20 for Januaryand day 40 for July)wereextraposmoke layer for each 100 latitude band at every time step. lated in time using the e-folding times given in their paper
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(1.5monthsfor Januaryand6 monthsfor July). In these washout, smoke lofting

markedly slows the deposition rate

extrapolationsthe smokewas not allowedto spreadhorizon- of the the remainingsmokein the GCM simulations.)
After
tally because
of the difficultyin projecting,with any mean- 15 days, the smokefall in the prescribedcasesexceedsthat in
ingful degree of certainty, the complicateddynamical the GCM runseverywhere
(evenin the mid-latitudes),since
interactions of the winds and smoke. This overestimates the more smoke remained in the atmosphere without the fast
optical depths in the northern hemisphereand underesti- initial washout. The prescribed hemispheric cases then
mates those in the southernhemisphere.The initial optical overestimate the amount of smokefall in the higher latitudes
depths for both summer and winter are lower for the Malone and its longevity everywhere.
et al. scenarios for both winter

and summer than for NRC

or TTAPS. By day 100 of the simulations,the Malone et
4.2. Snowfall
optical depth for summer becomeslarger than for the NRC
The snowfall rate is not calculated by the climate model,
case. For winter, the Malone et al. optical depths are
so
it is parameterized. It is difficult to estimate what the
always smaller than all the others.
long-term
precipitation changescould be after such a perturBecause the
smoke
distribution
and washout
are
bation. The present-day snowfall rates over the Arctic
prescribedin the NRC and TTAPS scenarios,it is possible
Oceanand Greenlandare 10 kg m'2 month4, and 30 kg m-2
to calculatethe long-term smoke depositionneededfor dirty

-•, respectively[Warren and Wiscombe,
1985]. (Ten
snow calculations. Dirty snow calculationsare not possible month
kilograms
per
square
meter
per
month
of
precipitation
is
with the Malone et al. scenarios because of a lack of inforequal
to
I
cm
of
liquid
water
per
month
or,
if
it
were
all
mation concerning the smokefall. These extrapolations,
however, are still useful to obtain a more accurate estimate
of the possible nuclear winter coolings. This provides
standard for comparisonof the TTAPS and NRC scenarios
usedfor the dirty snow experiments.
4. Dmz•

snow,about 10 cm of snowfallper month.) Theseratesare
smaller than those in most regionsof the world. Ghan et al.

[1985]showedthat the precipitationin a nuclearwinter
could be dramaticallyreducedover land areas,while being
increased over the ocean areas.

From these considerations,a baselineprecipitation rate of

SNOW

10 kg m'"month '• and an excursionvalue of 30 kg m-2

Dirty snow albedos depend on the weight fraction of soot
in snow: the greater the weight fraction, the lower the snow
albedo. To obtain this weight fraction, the amount of soot
and snow which have fallen in every 15-day time step are
required. In this section, the calculation of "sootfall,"
snowfall, the resulting dirty snow albedos, and the incorporation of these dirty snow albedos into the climate model

month '• are used. The baseline value chosen is on the lower

end of the perturbed land precipitationrates shownby Ghan
et al. and thus yields a maximum dirty snow effect. In the
climate model it is assumed that all precipitation over the
snow and ice fields is snow and that

this snowfall

is uni-

formly mixed with the amount of soot deposited during that
time step.

are discussed.(The term "dirty snow" is usedas a generic
term whichincludesdirty iceand dirty meltwateralbedos.) 4.3. Dirty Snow Albedo8
Warren and Wiscombe[1985] calculatedthe spectrally

4.1. Sootfall and Horizontal Distribution
The smokefall

in the NRC

and TTAPS

averaged albedos of snow when uniformly mixed with
scenarios is calcu-

different

amounts

of NRC

soot.

Their

calculations

assume

lated for each 15-day time step from the prescribedvertical that the soot particles reside only outside the ice grains
injection profiles and washout rates. The sootfall is then (externallymixed)which,they stated,wouldunderestimate
calculatedfor each time step, knowing that the NRC smoke the albedo change of the more likely situation that the soot

is composed
of 20% NRC soot(by mass)whilethe TTAPS residesboth outsideand insidethe ice grains. (If the soot
smoke would have to be 50% NRC soot to be consistent

residesonly inside the ice grains, it takes only half the soot

with publishedopticaldata [NRC, 1985,Table 5.7]. The massof a purelyexternalmixtureto yield the samealbedo.)
soot is depositedat the surface only at the latitudes where
the smoke cloud is present. These calculationsassumethat
the soot is removed only by precipitation scavenging.
Laboratory experiments indicate that soot would not be

The albedo effect of dust being mixed with the snow is not
considered here, since soot is 50 times more effective at

reducingsnowalbedos[Warren,1984]. The dust, however,

could be important in masking the lower albedo of soot.
Dirty snow, ice, and meltwater albedos, as a function of
To see how credible the calculated smokefall
is for the
the soot concentration in snow, were interpolated from the
prescribedNRC and TTAPS scenarios,they were compared results of Warren and Wiscombe, so that the clean values
to the more realistic, one month interactive GCM smoke- matchedthoseusedin our climatemodel(Figure 1). The
scavenging
calculationsof Ghan et al. (S. Ghan, personal meltwater curve parameterizes the albedo effectsas the snow
communication,
1985). For this comparison
the smokefallin and ice age and melt, based on observations. This includes,
the NRC and TTAPS scenarioswas uniformly distributed in a grossway, the formation of water puddles, the accumuover the northern hemisphere. The hemispherically distri- lation of impurities at the surface, and, in the case of ice,

removed
by chemical
oxidation[Stephens
et al., 1988].

of leads(openwater). This parameterization
butedprescribed
scenarios
(NRC, TTAPS), compared
to the the appearance
GCM runs in January or July, overestimate the amount of
smokefall at the snow-covered high latitudes. This is
becausethe fast washout in the GCM runs quickly cleanses
a majority of the smoke from the atmosphereand depositsit

does not account for the possibility that the soot is washed
off the snow or ice surfaces during melting. Nor does it
account

for observations

which

show that

fine dust and soot

particles tend to accumulate at the surface during the melt-

alteringthe albedo[Warren,1984].
at its sourceregionin the mid-latitudes.(After this initial ingprocess,
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Fig. 1. Dirty snow, ice, and meltwater albedosas a function of the

soot content. (The ice areasare assumedto be partially covered Fig. 3. As in Figure 2, but for the TTAPS scenario.The largedip
with snow.)Albedosare spectrallyaveragedusingthe solarspec- in thesealbedocurvesis causedby a layer of highersmokeconcentrum at sea level for a subarctic summer standard atmosphere. tration whichhas settledto the ground. (A similarlayer doesnot
Curves are interpolated from the results of Warren and Wiscombe resultfromthe NRC verticalinjectionprofile.)

[1985].Albedosare obtainedby interpolating
lineswhichstart at
"cleansnow"albedos(0.80,0.75, 0.40 for the snow,ice,and meltwater albedos,respectively)
and keep the samefractionaldistance
betweenthe new snowcurve(of Warren and Wiscombe's
graph) 4.4. Climate Model Parameterization
and the pure soot albedo of 0.05.

In the climatemodelit is assumedthat for eachtime step,
the new layer of dirty snow completely blankets the old
layer, since there is little difference in their albedos. The
Using this information,the dirty snowalbedoswere calcusoot
not falling on snow or ice areas does not cause an
lated as a function of time for the TTAPS
and NRC
albedo change. As the snow melts, snow and ice albedos
scenarios assuming different latitudinal distributions and
change linearly with temperature from their value at T <
snowfallrates (Figures2 and 3). The TTAPS dirty snow
-10øC to the correspondingmeltwater value at T > 0øC
albedosare lower and longer lasting than the NRC albedos
[Robock,1980]. Becausethe meltwateralbedois already
becausethere is more smoke injected into the atmosphere,
low, albedo change when the soot is introduced will be
the smoke has a longer atmospheric residencetime, and it smaller than in the case with no meltwater. The climate
has a greater absorptioncoefficient.
model doesnot calculatethe depth of the snow,so it is not
The dirty snow albedos used by Ledley and Thompson
possible to explicitly calculate the reappearanceof soot
[1986]are lowerthan thosefoundhere. This is because
the
coveredby clean snow. This processis approximated,howsmoke in this study was depositedover a longer period of
ever, in sensitivity experimentsdiscussedlater.
time in a manner consistentwith its atmosphericlifetime.

(The smokewas depositedin only 1 monthfor their seaice
model runs.) Also, our work and LedIcyand Thompson's

5. MODEL RESULTS

both interpolate albedo curves from the results of Warren
In this section the temperature drops caused by the
and Wiscombe. Our interpolationsassumea slightly smaller different nuclear winter scenariosare compared. The first
change in albedo with soot content than Ledley and model runs are conductedonly with cleansnowto examine
Thompson's.
the qualitativedifferences
in the forcingscausedby the

differentsmokedistributions.The effectsof dirty snowon
this coolingare then discussed.
SeeTable 1 for a summary
of the sections and the results shown.

5.1. Nuclear Winter Forcings

TheNRC, TTAPS, andMaloneet al. [1986]scenarios
are
used to force the climate model to evaluatethe plausible
magnitudesof the nuclearwinter cooling,as predictedby
this model. These model runs were all done using clean
snow. Of particular interestis how the coolingsfrom the
prescribed
scenarios
(usedlater for the dirty snowexperiments)compareto the morerealisticMaloneet al. scenarios.

The temperaturedrops(or cooling)causedby the nuclear
winter forcingare displayedby subtractingthe unperturbed
model climatologyfrom the surfaceair temperatureof the
DAYS
forcedmodelrun. The resultsshownhere are zonallyaverFig. 2. Dirty snow and meltwater albedosas a function of time for
aged over the land and sea areas, although the climate
the NRC scenario. The snowfall rate and the smoke's horizontal
o

lOO

200

]00

40o

500

600

700

800

distribution axe indicated for each pair of curves. The snowfall rate

model calculates land and sea surface air temperatures

is constant over time for each curve.

separately.(The coolingminima for the separateland and
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Shown
Field

Horizontal

Figure
Number

1.

DIRTY SI•ow

Distribution
Nuclear Winter Forcings
0-90øN
0-90øN

Started

Shownb

July
July

4b

NAS
TTAPS

4c

Malone

GCM•

July

5

TTAPS

0-90øN

January

coolingc
cooling
cooling
cooling

8a

TTAPS

0-90øN

January

albedo difference e

NAS

0-90øN

January

4a

Scenario Dependence

cooling
reduction
f

6b

7a

albedo

difference

cooling reduction

7b

Seasonal Dependence
8a

TTAPS

0-90øN

July

TTAPS

0-90øN

March

albedo difference

cooling reduction

8b
9a

albedo difference

cooling reduction
coolingreduction of land
coolingwith dirty snow

9b
9c

9d

Smoke Cloud Absorption
10

TTAPS

0-90øN

11a

NAS

0-90øN

March

temperature difference9

March

albedo difference

Soot Reappearance
lib

cooling reduction

11c

cooling
with dirty snow
h

11d

anomalous ice areas •
ice area reduction•

11e

•See text for explanation of forcing.

All fieldsexcept
Figure9c arezonallyaveraged
overboththe landandseaareas.
CTemperature
difference
between
the nuclearwinterrun (with cleansnow)and modelclimatology.
dHorizontaldistributionfixedat the final GCM distributionafter 40 days.
Albedo differencebetween the clean and dirty snow nuclear winter runs.

Temperature
difference
between
the cleananddirty snownuclear
winterruns.
gTemperaturedifferencebetweenthe clean and dirty snow clean-atmosphereruns.

hTemperature
difference
between
the nuclear
winterrun (withdirtysnow)andmodelclimatology.
•Iceareadifference
betweenthe nuclearwinterrun (with cleansnow)and modelclimatology.
•Ice area differencebetween the clean and dirty snow nuclear winter model runs.

sea areasin the first year are approximately150% and 50% the high latitudes sincethe smokecloud doesnot reducethe
of the zonally averaged cooling minimum, respectively. solar flux reachingthe ground in that region (none), but
After the first year, the pattern of the zonal cooling closely does trap the terrestrial radiation which normally escapesto

represents
that for eitherthe seaor land areas.)
The scenariosare first started in July, with the NRC and
TTAPS forcings distributed uniformly over the northern
hemisphere,and with the Malone et al. forcing retaining its
horizontal extent at the end of the 40-day GCM experiment.

space. The NRC run (not shown)causedabout half the
cooling of the TTAPS run. The January Malone et al. run

(not shown)causesvirtually no coolingsincethe lack of

solar radiation reduces the smoke lofting and allows the
smoke to be quickly washed out of the atmosphere.
In summary, the prescribed scenarios seem to provide a
From theseresults,the NRC cooling(Figure4a) is lessand
shorter-lasting
than the TTAPS cooling(Figure4b). This is reasonablerange for the nuclear winter forcing as compared
becausemore smoke is injected into the atmosphere in the to the GCM extrapolations. Presumably, these same
TTAPS scenario, it stays in the atmosphere longer, and it scenarioswould then also provide a reasonablerange for the
absorbs solar radiation
better than the smoke in the NRC
dirty snow modifications.
scenario. Note that cooling is possible in the southern
hemisphere
(wherethere is no direct forcing)as a resultof 5.2. Comparison With Other Simulations
the heat transport acrossthe equator. The initial cooling of
The amount of cooling found in the previously described
the Maloneet al. run (Figure4c) is smallerthan in eitherof
the prescribed
scenarios
(due to the fast washout),but the model runs is systematically less than that found by other
long-term cooling is intermediate to that in the TTAPS and climatemodelsfor comparable
nuclearwinter scenarios
[e.g.

NRC scenarios(becauseof the long smokeresidencetime NRC, 1985;Pittocket al., 1986]. Thereare severalreasons
for this difference.
One is that the climate model used here
causedby the summertimesmokelofting).
When the hemispherically distributed NRC and TTAPS has a very low vertical resolution, preventing the simulation
scenariosare started in January, there is much less cooling, of strong surface temperature inversionswith their resulting
because it is already cold in the northern hemisphere and cold surface temperatures. Another significant factor is that
there is little solar radiation
for the smoke cloud to absorb.
the model uses 15-day time steps, thus forcing the model
(Figure5 (TTAPS)). Note that warminginitially occursat with 15-day average optical depths and calculating 15-day
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average climate response. This will smooth out the high
optical depthsand large surfacetemperaturedrops found in
calculations
whichhave severaltime stepsper day. In addition, the downward infrared flux from the isothermal smoke

layer used in these calculationsis overestimated,as compared to a smoke layer with a temperature that increases
with height. Also, soil heat capacity is includedin our simu-

lations, which would reduce the surface temperature
response,an effectnot included in the publishedGCM calcu-

lations. All of thesefactorsreducethe short-termcoolingof
the model and would consequentlyreduce the longer-term
cooling and the cryosphericfeedbacks discussedin section
5.3. Finally, we display zonally averaged results, which
include the lower temperature responseover the oceans.
Comparisonswith other surfacetemperatureszonally averaged over land areas should multiply the coolingsshown
here by about 1.5, as discussed
earlier. When comparingour
coolingsto maximum midcontinent coolingsshown by oth-

ers,our coolings
shouldbe increased
by evenmore(2 - 4).
5.3. Sea Ice Feedbacks

A feature to note in the previous results is that after the

direct nuclearwinter forcinghas ended(0.7 years for the
NRC, 2.7 years for the TTAPS, and 2.0 years for the July

Malone et al. case),coolingpersistsin all the experiments
shown. This prolonged cooling is caused primarily by the
ocean's sea ice thermal

inertia

feedback.

ice areas make the ocean more continental

The increased sea
which

allows it to

cool more quickly, causing lower temperatures which, in
turn, support the existence of anomalous cryospheric axeas
in a positive feedback loop. This feedback has also been
observed

with

this

model

when

forced

with

volcanic

dust

veils[Robock
1981,1984a
I in previousnuclearwinter experiments, which did not include the downward infrared flux

from the smokecloud[Robock,
1984b],and in data analysis
of surfacetemperatureresponse
to volcanicforcing[Robock,
1985]. The response
pattern, with the laxgestresponse
at
high latitudes in winter, is also found in equilibrium calculations with the same energy balance climate model for experi-

mentschangingthe solarconstantby 1% [Robock,
1983]and
in GCMs for quadruplingCO2 [e.g., Manabeand Stouffer,
1980]. It is causedby an amplifiedor reducedseasonal
cycle
in high latitudes as the extent of the ice cover of the ocean

makesit moreor lesscontinental.Covey[1987]alsofinds
these feedbacks in extended GCM nuclear winter experiments.
z

5.4. Scenario Dependence
The climate
o

model was forced with

the same scenarios as

above but using dirty snow albedos. Output fields from the
nuclear winter runs with and without dirty snow were subtracted to display its net effect. The baseline precipitation

rate of 10 kg m'2 month'• is usedfor the dirty snow calculations. The objective of these first experiments is to determine how the dirty snow's "cooling reduction" differs
between the TTAPS
z

bd

"

o

and NRC

scenarios.

The TTAPS scenariois started in January, with the forcing spread uniformly over the northern hemisphere. Figure
6a shows that the dirty snow can lower the surface albedo
by as much as 0.3 in the high latitudes. This "albedo
difference" is virtually all due to the dirty snow and sea ice,
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Fig. 6. The hemispherically
distributedTTAPS scenario
startedin January.(a) Zonallyaveraged
difference
between
the surfacealbedos(nuclearwinterrun with cleansnowminusrun with dirty snow,the "albedodifference").
Years2
and 3 and southernhemisphere
not shownbecause
differences
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(nuclearwinterrun with dirtysnowminusrun with
cleansnow,the "coolingreduction"). Southernhemisphere
not shownbecausedifferences
there are small,lessthan
0.01øC.

but a small componentis also due to changesin the snow the cleansnownuclearwintercooling).A coolingreduction
and ice areasand to differenttemperatures
(affectingthe continues into the second year, where there is no large
albedosvia the meltwatermechanism).There is no large albedo differenceto support it. This extendedcoolingreducalbedo differencein the secondyear, sincemost of the smoke tion is caused by the thermal inertia of the system which
has already been removedfrom the atmosphere,and its pos- retains someof the initial dirty snow coolingreduction.
sible reappearance is not modeled here. The differencein the
The NRC scenariois started in January and spreadunisurface air temperature between the clean and dirty snow
nuclear winter model runs is given in Figure 6b which indicates that the dirty snow reducesthe nuclear winter cooling
at the pole by 1.0øC. The maximum "cooling reduction"
occurs in June, when the incident solar radiation is greatest,
not in January, when the dirty snow albedo difference is
greatest. This illustrates the importance of the seasonally
dependent solar radiation. At the pole the maximum cool-

ing reduction(1.0øC)reducesthe cleansnownuclearwinter
coolingby 44o/0(compareFigure 5 to Figure6b). At 60øN
the maximumcoolingreduction(0.5øC)is a 20% "relative
coolingreduction"in the first year ("relative," that is, to
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formly over the northern hemisphere. The albedo difference
and the accompanyingcoolingreductionare given in Figures
7 a and 7b. The NRC

tion of 80%. The maximum cooling reduction at 60øN
(0.35øC)causesa relative coolingreductionof 30ø•. Note
that the cooling reductions in both the NRC and TTAPS
scenariosare mainly constrainedto the small area poleward
of 60øN. The maximum relative cooling reductionsat the
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distributedTTAPS scenariostartedin July.

pole are greaterfor the NRC scenario(80%) than for the
The maximum dirty snow effectoccurswhen the forcingis
TTAPS scenario(44%), mostlybecausethere is much less started in late March. For this seasonaltiming the albedo
nuclear winter cooling in the NRC scenario but also since differences
are largest(dueto the largersnowand iceareas)
the smoke cloud is more transparent to solar radiation, at the sametime the solar insolationis increasing
(Figure
which allows more radiation
to reach the surface to be 9a). This yieldsthe greatestcoolingreductionsat the pole
absorbed. The importance of the smoke cloud's absorption of 2.2øCthe first year, and 0.6øCin the secondyear (Figure
of solar radiation to the temperature effectof the dirty snow 9b). In this case,the effectsat the mid-latitudesare much
is discussed later.

greater than in the previous experiments. This is particuThe TTAPS scenariocausesthe greater absolute cooling larly evident in the coolingreduction over the more sensitive
reductionsso, for illustration, this forcing is used to investi- land areas(Figure9a). The zonallyaveragedrelativecoolgate the effects of the dirty snow for different seasonal tim- ing reductionsat the poles are 42% the first year and 38%
ings.

the second
year (compareFigure9b to Figure9d). At 60øN

5.5. SeasonalDependence

the maximum cooling reductionsof 0.9øC the first year and
0.4øC the secondyear representrelative coolingreductionsof

The hemisphericallydistributed TTAPS scenariois started

at differenttimes of the year to examinethe seasonaldependenceof the dirty snow forcing.
The albedo differencebetweenthe clean and dirty snow
runs of the July forcing is given in Figure 8a. These albedo
differenceshave a smaller spatial extent than in the hemis-

16% and 13%, respectively.The coolingreductionshere,as
in the previous dirty snow cases,still have a shorter dura-

tion than the nuclearwinter cooling(givenin Figure 9d).
When the precipitation rate of 30 kg m'2 month'• is used

(not shown),the relativecoolingreductionsat the pole are
23% the first year and 20% in the second.

phericallydistributedJanuarycase(compareFigure 6a and
5.6. Smoke Cloud Absorption
Figure8a) becauseof the smallersummertimesnowand ice
areas(not shown).Hencethe maximumcoolingreductionin
Warren and Wiscombe[1985] stated that the surface

the July case(0.7øC,seeFigure8b) is smallerthan that in albedosmay not be very important until the atmospherehas
the Januarycase(1.0øC). The maximumcoolingreduction lost most of its light-absorbingsmoke. The objective of this
for the July caseoccursin the secondyear, when the atmo- section is to quantify the importance of the smoke cloud at
sphereis cleanerand the dirty snow doesnot causea detect- reducingthe temperatureeffectsof the dirty snow.
able albedo difference. This is obviously not a direct albedo
The hemisphericallydistributed TTAPS scenario,started
effect, but a nonlinear model responsedue to the reduced in March, was used for this test, since it producesthe maxthermal inertia and meltwater feedbacks.
imum dirty snow effect. In this experiment the climate
Another factor which influencesthe dirty snow effectis the model was run, as before, with the nuclear winter smoke
climatologicalcloud cover in the polar region in the northern cloud in place for the clean and dirty snow cases,and the

hemisphere
summer(80-90%). Shouldthe cloud coverage surfacealbedosfor each case were saved. (The "surface
decreasemarkedly in a nuclear winter, the coolingreduction albedos" saved include information about the actual albedos
causedby the dirty snow albedoswould be larger.
and the cryospheric
areasproduced.)The modelwas then
When the hemispherically distributed TTAPS forcing is run with a clean atmospherewhile using the saved clean and
started in October(not shown),the dirty snow causesthe dirty snow albedos. Comparing the temperature differences
smallest cooling reduction, even though its albedo differences (betweenthe cleanand dirty snowruns)of the cleanand
are larger than in the July case. This is because the max- smoke cloud atmospheres,we can see how the same surface
imum albedo difference occurs when the solar insolation is a
albedo differencecan cause different temperature responses
minimum in the northern hemisphere.
dependingon whether a smoke cloud is presentor not.
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The temperaturedifferencebetweenruns with and without
dirty snow in a cleanatmosphereis given in Figure 10. As
expected,the clean atmospheretemperaturedifferencesare
much greaterthan the temperaturedifferences
in the smoke
cloud atmospheresince the darker snow is able to absorb
more solar energy incident at the surface. ComparingFigure 9b and Figure 10, the temperaturedifferencecausedby
the dirty snowis increasedby 82% when a smokecloudis
not present. This showsthat the smokeclouddoes,in fact,

play a large role in reducingthe short-termeffectof the
dirty snowalbedos.It then alsoplays a largerole in reducing the positivesnowalbedosurfacetemperaturefeedbackin
the first year.
5.7. Soot Reappearance

temperaturedifferences
after the smokecloudhasdissipated
and more solar radiation is made available at the surface for

absorption.The albedodifferencecausedby the soot'sreappearancein later years would probablybe much smaller
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runs
It is possiblethat the soot may reappearin later summers difference
which use the clean and dirty snow albedossavedfrom the nuclear

when the snowcovermelts [Warrenand Wiscombe,
1985; winterruns(dirty snowrun minuscleansnowrun). The albedo
Ledleyand Thompson,
1986]. This couldbe important,since difference
(between
the cleanand dirty snowalbedos)
is givenin
small albedo differencesin the later years could causelarge Figure

V•grnL:

DmT¾ SNC•

than its albedo difference in the first year becausethe soot
could only reappear on permanent snow areas and multiyear
sea ice areas which cover a relatively small area of the globe.
Also, the soot could only reappear in the areas where the
covering snow pack had melted enough to exposethe soot.
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spherecan actually causewarming at the pole as great as
1ø(3. The maximum dirty snow cooling reductionsin the
secondyear, relative to the clean snow nuclear winter cool-

ing, are 110% at the pole and 55% at 60øN. Althoughthis

extreme dirty snow parameterization can cause anomalous
warming, anomalous cooling can also exist in the wintertime
completelyin the summer[Warrenand Wiscombe,
1985]. at the polesmore than 2 years after the nuclearwinter forcThis, however, is in the absenceof the nuclear winter cooling ing has stoppedas well as in other regions.
and the cryosphericfeedbackswhich could both increasethe
To understandhow this coolingis able to persist,the sea
snow and ice packs and hinder their subsequentmelting. ice area feedback is examined. When the NRC nuclear
Eventually, the soot would probably be buried permanently winter forcing is applied with clean snow albedos,the sea ice
by snow or ice, like the volcanic ash deposits and other areasincreaseas illustrated in Figure 11d. Figure 11d shows
In the current

climate

the snow on the Arctic

sea ice melts

impuritiesfoundin glacialicecores[Warren,1984].

that in responseto the nuclearwinter cooling,7.5% more of
the total sea area is coveredby ice. When the dirty snow
albedos are used with this reappearanceparameterization,
particularinterestis how this reappearance
(after the smoke thesesea ice areasare decreased
by the amountgivenin FigThe possible effects of the soot in later years are investigated using a simple reappearance parameterization. Of

cloudhas dissipated)interactswith the long-termcooling ure 11e. From these results, the dirty snow is able to
controlled by the thermal inertia of the ocean and the cryos- decreasethe anomalousice areasby 30 to 50%, depending
pheric feedbacks. The maximum long-term dirty snow effect on the latitude and year after the start of the forcing. This
would be achievedwhen the smoke is quickly removed from suggeststhat the dirty snow albedoscould play an importhe atmosphere(as in the Januarycaseof Malone et al. tant role in reducing the ice area feedbackby opening the
[1986]).In this casethe nuclearwintercoolingis minimized sea areas more quickly. But even with the persistent reapas is the long-term cooling controlled by the cryospheric pearance of soot, the anomalous ice areas still exist after the
feedbacks and the ocean's thermal inertia.
This would also
direct nuclear winter forcing has dissipated. The ice area
causea greater concentration of soot in the snow pack, since feedback continues because it only requires cold temperathe smoke is deposited in a shorter period of time. Since the tures to operate, while the dirty snow requires exposureto
smoke is quickly washed out of the atmospherein the NRC sunlight, which is hinderedby snowcoverage,and the blockscenario
(62% removedthe first monthand 78% by the end ing of sunlight by both smoke and water clouds.

of the secondmonth), it was chosento simulatethis situation. This forcing was started in March and was hemispherically distributed to achievethe maximum dirty snow effect.
To approximate the possiblereappearanceof the soot, the

6. DISCUSSION

A global energy balance climate model was forced with the
nuclear winter scenariosof TTAPS, NRC, and Malone et al.
(0.23),while the dirty snowalbedoschangedas indicatedin The magnitude of the nuclear winter coolingcausedby these
Figure2 (the baselineprecipitationrate was used). During forcings varied a great deal depending on the scenario used
melting this parameterization reduces the snow and ice and the seasonaltiming. With the exceptionof the January
albedos to the lower meltwater value at a faster rate than if Malone et al. scenario, the results show that long-term coolthe snow were clean. Similar albedo changes could be ing was possible after the direct forcing had ended due to
expectedif an underlying layer of soot were uncoveredand the cryospheric feedbacks and the ocean's thermal inertia.
brought to the surface. This parameterizationoverestimates These results show qualitative agreement between the
the possibledirty snow albedo change,sincethe cryospheric current improved version of the climate model and that used
meltwater

albedo was maintained

at its lowest NRC

value

areaswhich re-formafter meltingcompletely(thus discharg- by Robock[1984b],which neglectedthe downwardinfrared
ing their soot content)are still assumedto have this dirty flux from the smoke cloud. The amplitude of the sustained
meltwater albedo. This parameterization also assumesthat cooling, however, is less than that suggested by Robock
the soot is always uncoveredduring melting and can never [1984b]
and,with the presentradiationscheme,
warmingcan
be concealedby the snow or ice pack. Although being an even occur at the pole in the winter.
The ability of the dirty snow to reduce this cooling was
extreme,this parameterizationmay be more realistic in the
then investigated. The dirty snow causes large albedo
secondyear than not allowingthe sootto reappearat all.
The albedo differences between the clean and dirty snow changesin the high latitudes in the first year which reduce
nuclear winter model runs are given in Figure 11a. With the nuclearwinter coolingat the pole by 8 to 80%, dependthis meltwater parameterization,the albedo differencesin ing on the scenario used and the seasonal timing. The
the later years(0.20) are almostequalin amplitudeto the relative cooling reductions at 60øN were approximately half
albedo differencesin the first year. The maximum albedo those at the pole. The greatest factor affecting the relative
differencesappear in the summertime, when the solar insola- cooling reductions was the varying magnitude of the nuclear
tion and melting is greatest. The albedo differencesin the winter cooling itself. The cooling reductions were greatest
third year are probablyunrealisticallylarge(particularlyin when the forcing was started in March and January, since
the mid-latitudes),sincethe snowand icewhichhad melted the albedo changes were best correlated with the incident
and re-formed would not have this dirty meltwater albedo. solarradiation. Ledleyand Thompson
[1986]alsofoundthis
Figure l lb shows that large and persistent cooling reduc- same seasonalsensitivity of the forcing in their dirty snow
tions occur after the first year. The cooling of the nuclear study on sea ice coverage.
winter run with dirty snow is given in Figure 11c. Figure
In an experiment designed to maximize the dirty snow
11c indicates that the soot reappearing in a clean atmo- effect, the soot was allowed to continually reappear. In this
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extreme parameterization, the dirty snow was able to cause that the reappearanceof dirty snow could lessenthe impornet warming on the order of 1øC at the poles. The tance of the ice area feedback. But with the continual reapanomalous
seaice areas(causedby the nuclearwinter cool- pearanceof the soot, positive ice area anomaliesstill contining) werereducedbetween30 and 50%, depending
on the ued more than 2 years after the nuclear winter forcing had
latitude and time after the start of the forcing. This shows ended. This heightened the high latitude sensitivity, via the

V(:x:•.•••:

sea ice thermal inertia feedback, enabling the wintertime
polar temperatures to be colder than climatology by IøC,
while the summertime temperatures were warmer than
climatology by about the same amount.
The results of LedIcy and Thompson showed that the
dirty snow could cause open oceans at 82.5øN for periods of
1.4-3.5 months. Our model results, however, show that
even with the soot reappearanceparameterization, there is

still 5% more sea area coveredby ice at that latitude. This
discrepancy can mostly be explained, since the model used
by LedIcy and Thompson could not consider the effects of
the smoke cloud in decreasingthe solar radiation incident at
the surface, the accompanying surface cooling, and, especially, the cryospheric feedbacks, which were all shown in
this study to be important. Also, the sea ice model used by
LedIcy and Thompson does not calculate the fraction of the
sea area covered by ice at each latitude, and their model

Dn:rr• S•g:•v
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peratures via the thermal inertia feedbacks. The last factor

is that the soot can only have a significant albedo effect on
the small areas covered by snow and ice. These areas are
greatest, however, when the seasonal solar radiation is a
minimum.
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